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1).  The LACK of Fidelity--

 

"Many Gems Revealed During Peter Strzok's Testimony"

By Donna Garner

7.13.18

 

https://www.facebook.com/donna.garner.790/posts/10156583089414083

 

 

Yesterday's 11-hr. testimony by Peter Strzok before the House Oversight and House 

Judiciary Committees was full of "gems."  Below are some key pieces of information that 

Congress and the public need to remember from yesterday:

 

 

THE TALE OF TWO DANGEROUS LOVERS

 

 

 

Peter Strzok (pronounced "struck) came across throughout his testimony as being 

an arrogant, smug individual.  Strzok is not just any low-level FBI agent. He was (1) second 

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001qXso7NRoDUcPMq48VQM5eLKe2isRGdOFxOR3KHwB8xmMr7n8pzXV9PpY-GCKkL1oIc6NfOieAvl_1SUpyfHMxLRLHEl9VHjEzLSt7Ae9GvPw3Ixht_X5hSi4MYizVAbyQp5nZGZjjwMuJlcIU7nuTQXVwJfb8BhCUacm5puZeCSMAkQ3UxfAapSiATuLgBd94lCdRAdj9AU8QQuQ4GEMF6poi8mu2q15qMhkeKgjt58=&c=LGIN_hq7v-wk1lKUKVkqRvqJnhm1I443cUb0xCaeds45XYmf08Ma9A==&ch=CTMCekzlMwB4Y03WtFnEtZpqLOiLxtrtLf6DOmkojRwKTua0OY3A-A==
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highest in the FBI's Counterintelligence Section, (2) led the FBI investigation into Hillary's 

e-mail scandal, (3) led the FBI's investigation into Russia's interference into the 2016 

Presidential election, and (4) was a part of Robert Mueller's investigation into "collusion" 

between Trump and Russia. Lisa Page also worked for the FBI and was involved in 

investigating Hillary's e-mail scandal and also in the Mueller investigation.

 

 

Peter Strzok and Lisa Page were FBI co-workers, were both married to other 

people, and had a romantic relationship in which they exchanged 50,000 texts during the 

Trump/Clinton presidential election and in the first year of Trump's administration. 

 

 

Many of these texts were sent during the workday on government-issued devices. At a 

time when they should have been working full-time to keep all of us Americans safe, these two 

lovers were wasting valuable time and resources (paid for by taxpayers) to exchange these 

50,000 texts. This is not to mention the absolutely abhorrent content of the text messages 

which, of course, showed hateful bias toward Trump as candidate, toward Trump as President, 

and toward the American people who voted for him! 

 

 

I cannot imagine that any of us would keep our jobs if we spent all day texting to a 

"lover" who is a co-worker and who is married to someone else. I also doubt that the "boss" 
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would appreciate our using the iPhones he paid for to text those 50,000 personal messages 

while being "on the clock."

 

 

However, what Strzok and Page did was much, much more serious. The FBI and DOJ 

are charged with the security of each person in our country.  These Agencies are supposed to 

protect and defend us against terrorists and uphold/enforce the criminal laws of the United 

States. Our lives and the enforcement of our nation's laws are in these people's hands. To 

think that these two unscrupulous lovers who were in leadership positions at the FBI would 

try to destroy our Constitutional republic through their actions is shocking indeed.

 

 

In July 2017, Strzok was fired by Mueller from the Special Counsel's investigation 

after having only a 15-minute meeting; obviously in 15 minutes, Mueller did not bother to 

discuss the disreputable behavior of the two FBI lovers and the 50,000  texts exchanged 

between them. Furthermore, Strzok was allowed to keep his job at the FBI for almost a full 

year (working in the Human Resources Dept.) until June 15, 2018.  In testimony yesterday, 

Strzok said he still has a top-security clearance even to this day.

 

 

After listening to yesterday's lengthy Q&A, any thinking person knows that Peter 

Strzok et al. not only held biases against President Trump but acted upon those biases using 
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the weapons of our nation's security agencies to carry out their devious plan.

 

 

STRZOK PUT BIASES INTO ACTION - CHOSE TO IGNORE ICIG FINDINGS 

ON HILLARY

 

Rep. Louie Gohmert quizzed Strzok about why he did not lead the FBI to investigate 

the Intelligence Community Inspector General's (ICIG) findings that 30,000 of Hillary's e-

mails (all except for four) ended up being sent to an unauthorized, foreign entity. These had 

been discovered by the ICIG using forensic evidence.

 

[The director of the ICIG was appointed by the last President, and the ICIG is the 

Agency that uncovered what the FBI had missed in its rush to conclude the Hillary e-mail 

scandal.  The ICIG discovered that some of Hillary's e-mails were marked "C" for 

classified. The ICIG also initially discovered the texts between Strzok and Page.]

 

GAME PLAYED BY STRZOK AND PAGE MAY BACKFIRE

 

The game that evidently Lisa Page and Peter Strzok played with the Congressional 

investigators is this:  Lisa Page was subpoenaed to testify Wednesday, 7.11.18, but she decided 

to ignore the subpoena.  This was undoubtedly so that she could hear what Peter Strzok said 

in the open hearing yesterday.  Unfortunately for her, she did not get to hear what he said in 
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the closed-door hearing two weeks ago with the Congressmen. Today when she finally agreed 

to testify, she had the advantage of making sure her remarks matched those of Strzok from 

yesterday's hearing.

 

What I am hoping is that there were questions asked of Strzok in the closed-door 

hearing in which an official transcript was made that will show direct conflict with the 

answers Lisa Page gave today. Then both of these people can be referred for criminal action.   

 

CONSERVATIVE HOUSE MEMBERS DESERVE MUCH CREDIT

 

I for one am very thankful for the heroic efforts of the conservative House members 

who have taken the lead to unknot the tangled web of lying, unlawful activities, and felonious 

actions of those people who tried to steal a Presidential election from the voters of America.  

 

No, I most certainly do not agree with Democrat Rep. Steve Cohen from Tennessee 

who wrongly asserted yesterday that Peter Strzok deserved to be honored with a Purple Heart. 

The Purple Heart is reserved for those who have been badly injured or killed by the enemy in 

war. Peter Strzok's worst enemy is his lying, scornful, arrogant, and smug self!  
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